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Digital transformation in government is upon us and the delivery of service to citizens have 
undergone major transformation in recent years.Government leaders are faced with the challenge in 
leveraging digital technologies and scaling and sustaining service delivery. Technological improvements 
are advancing but sometimes policies, regulations, skills, institutions, may be falling behind. Digital 
disruption is twin to digital transformation. Most of us have gone through baptisms of fire implementing 
various systems in our respective areas and we have learned to persevere and manage digital 
disruptions in all kinds of political weather. It is inevitable that leaders in government, must embrace 
this transformation wholeheartedly if we are to stay relevant and globally competitive.  

Government leaders need to gradually increase capabilities, combined with ever shorter 
technological cycles, to be in a state of constant readiness. Indeed, for many countries around the 
world, simply keeping up with the rapid pace of change is a challenge.  

➔Only 20-50% of reengineering Projects succeed (Source: Wharton) 

➔40-80% of Mergers & Acquisitions Fail (Source: Harvard Study) 

➔Only 10-30% of Organizations successfully implement strategic plans (Source: Wall Street) 

➔75% of change Programs fail “not because Leadership didn’t adequately address 
infrastructure, process, or IT issues, but because they didn’t create the necessary groundshell or 
support among Employees” (Source: PWC) 

Realizing our vision of faster, easier and better service delivery to our citizens, as well as 
addressing the above challenges, as Leaders, let us follow these five basic rules : 
 

Five Rules of LEADERSHIP: 

RULE 1: Shape the future -- STRATEGIST 

RULE 2: Make things happen -- EXECUTOR 

RULE 3: Engage today’s talents -- TALENT MANAGER 

RULE 4: Build the next generation -- HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPER 

RULE 5: Invest in yourself -- PERSONAL PROFICIENCY 
 

It is possible to train someone to learn how to be strategic, execute, manage talent and to 
develop future talent, but most importantly is that leaders must excel at personal proficiency; that 
leaders must be able to grow.A leader must be seen as having personal proficiency to engage followers. 
Without the foundation of trust and credibility, you cannot ask others to follow you.There are behaviors 
and skills that can be identified, developed and mastered.The higher up the organization the leader 
rises, the more he or she needs to develop excellence. 

 



Essential Roles of Leaders: 

Inspiration has primarily to do with the relationship between the leader and the group. 
Emotion has the power to inspire. Emotions are extremely contagious. Inspiration is a by-
product of sound leader practices. It calls for goals to be stretched, a clearly defined vision, 
excellent communication, collaborative working relationships, efforts to develop people, and 
openness to innovation. 

Tips of Invigorating Employees and Inspiring them: 

 Start with yourself 

 Do not under estimate the power of emotions; Show appreciation 

 Give Your Employees the Tools for Successful Change Management/ Transition 
Process 

 Give Your Employees a feeling of ownership 

 A leader should be with the team and see to it that he is accessible and visible 
most of the time: COMMUNICATE!! 

 

Tips for Being Realistic and Optimistic: 

If you are realistic you are neither afraid of the truth nor cynical about it. You know that 
being honest withyourself and others is an act of courage and the only way to run a 
business in a world of uncertainty.If you are optimistic you are all about envisioning the 
future . You believe that tomorrow will be better than today , and that people are capable 
of doing more than they think they can.  

To be both realistic and optimistic , you need to learn to live in the present and the 
future simultaneously. When you find the right balance between realism and optimism you 
discover the secret to providing focus . With realistic optimism your vision is grounded in 
reality and hopeful about the future, you instill a sense of common purpose and a clear 
image of success. 

 

Tips for Being Constructive and Impatient: 

Constructive impatience is the ability to build a positive, supportive environment while 
instilling in people a drive for results. It involves learning to be comfortable with discomfort 
and balancing a sense of urgency with compassion and patience.If you are constructive you 
are predictable and credible, honest and open. You foster participation and learning by 
helping people feel good about themselves , their work and their organization. If you’re 
impatient , you focus on performance and results. You set audacious goals to stretch people 
beyond their comfort zones . You see people bigger than they see themselves . 



Leading with constructive impatience is a lot like pulling a rubber band. If you pull too 
hard , you break people’s spirits.. If you don’t pull hard enough you fail to maximize their 
potential. But if you find the right tension , you engage people’s hearts and minds and 
create just enough anxiety to stretch them to their limits – and beyond where they imagine 
these limits to be. 

 

Tips for Being Confident and Humble: 

The ability to lead with power and generosity at the same time is the mark of confident 
humility. It involves being sure of yourself while openly listening and learning from others . 
When leaders do this they build trust , develop productive relationships and create high 
performing teams. 

Confidence is an attitude. It’s about believing in yourself and your ability to master your 
environment. It is also believing in the people around you. If you are confident you exude 
confidence in yourself and express confidence in others . 

Being humble involves admitting that you don’t know everything and not feeling like 
you have to. Humility is listening deeply to others and being eager to learn something new. 
It also involves giving of yourself in service to others –being generous withyour time and 
attention. 

 

Making Successful Transitions: 

The Task of a Leader is to get his people fromwhere they are to where they have not been. 
Leaders must clearly take responsibility for the success of their own transition , no matter what 
support the organization does or does not offer. Unsuccesful transitions tend to occur due to 
lack of critical interpersonal and personal skills that lead to success in senior positions.  

Practice these skills for successful transitions: 

 Identify and upgrade your personal skills 
 Know and manage your derailers 
 Gather intelligence 
 Practice Feed Forward 
 Work your Plan 

 
Change is meant to bring something different, and change jolts us into uncomfortable 

ways. When change involves a big shift of strategic direction, the people responsible for the 
previous direction dread the perception that they must have been wrong. 

There are several reasons why people resist change.  Foremost is the feeling of losing  
self-esteem, status, credibility, comfort zone relationships, friendship, sense of belonging, 



connections, sense of competency, financial security and career prospects.  In addition to the 
losses listed, it is important that change leaders identify the causes of resistance to change so 
as during these times , they would know the measures of overcoming such resistance. 

“Leadership is about change, and effective change leadership is all about inspiration.” 

Be positive and optimistic in facing the challenges that CHANGE brings. Although leaders 
can’t always make people feel comfortable with change, they can minimize discomfort by 
inspiring compassion, transforming lives and rebuilding our nation for future generations. 
Diagnose the sources of resistance is the first step toward good solutions. Feedback from 
resistors can even be helpful in improving the process of gaining acceptance for a CHANGE. 

 

Reflective Questions: 

 Do People come to me with their problems? 

 Do people see me as one who deals with tough issues or one who avoids them? 

 Do people see you in their workplace? 

 Do you learn from what you hear? 

 Do people view me as one who takes the blame and shares the credit? 
 

Answering yes to all questions means that you are either on the right track or delude 
yourself. The questions’ theme is to get to the heart of what you do , not so much of what you 
are. 

 

Key Takeaways: 

Twelve (12) Key Behaviors that you care: 

1. Build trust 
2. Respect others 
3. Approachable and friendly 
4. Fair  
5. Encourages input and involvement 
6. Build unity 
7. Give honest feedback 
8. Develop others 
9. Resolve conflict 
10. Walk the talk 
11. Open to feedback and willing to change 
12. Give recognition  



 

Key Takeaways: 

 “Be the change that you want to see in the world” – Mahatma Gandhi 
 “All leadership begins with self-leadership and self-leadership begins with knowing 

oneself” – Chris Lowney 
 “A fundamental task of leadership is to prime good feelings in those they lead; good 

feelings frees the best in people……INSPIRE PEOPLE” 
 “Work for the Lord, the pay isn’t much but the retirement benefits are out of this 

world”. 
 “Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, working together is 

success.” 
  “The best way to bring focus into your life is to never place a question mark where 

God has put a period.” 
 “Success isn’t measured by money or power or social rank. Success is measured by 

your discipline and inner peace. 

  


